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Solo Type Electronics Relevance Techniques / Materials / Directions / Relations Text Comments 

       

12 song   semi-circles / points     Solo for Voice 1, Concert Cummings & Joyce AC; microtonal; identical to Solo 1 

13 song   semi-circles / points     Solo for Voice 1, Concert mushrooms CB; microtonal 

59 song   semi-circles / points     Solo for Voice 1, Concert Fuller, McLuhan, Brown AC 

60 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers SR 

66 song   semi-circles / points     Solo for Voice 1, Concert mushrooms CB 

73 song   semi-circles / points     Solo for Voice 1, Concert Cunningham AC 

75 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers SR 

83 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers SR 

14 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers SR 

29 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers  

92 song   semi-circles / points     microtonal     Atlas staff newspapers SR 

11 song TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  star-chart     vocalise   coloratura 

16 song TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  star-chart     vocalise      

17 song transform voice into singing wires Thoreau star-chart      Journal opt. rec. of telegraph harp/musical saw 

40 song TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  star-chart Arabesques     Aria Indo-European roots  

67 song exaggerate highs & lows  star-chart / points / Arabesques     falsetto/grunts glossary of geographic terms opt. recording of pile driver 

72 song exaggerate highs & lows  star-chart / points / Arabesques     falsetto/grunts constellations & cities  

84 song  TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  star-chart     slurs Joyce, end of Finnegans Wake  

90 song exaggerate highs & lows  star-chart / points / Arabesques     falsetto/grunts constellations  

52 song  Satie & Thoreau star-chart Arabesques     Aria No. 2 mixed languages opt. accompanying music  

53 song  Satie & Thoreau star-chart Arabesques     Aria No. 2B mixed languages opt. accompanying music 



18 song TBD; change at spec. points Satie cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 1:III Satie, scrambled Satie, Socrate 

25 song TBD; one change specified Satie cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 2 Satie, scrambled Satie, Ludions 

27 song  Satie & Thoreau cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 5 Journal Satie, Messe des Pauvres 

30 song  Satie & Thoreau cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 1:II   Journal Satie, Socrate 

34 song  Satie & Thoreau cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 6   Civil Disobedience Satie, chorales 

39 song TBD; change at spec. times  cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 3   Schiller, Die Hoffnung Schubert 

47 song change amp and mod  cheap imitation     Cheap Imitation No. 4   Joyce Mozart, Queen of the Night aria  

3 song TBD; variable changes Thoreau map of Concord     typefaces  Journal opt. recording of hawks 

4 song TBD; variable changes Thoreau map of Concord     typefaces Journal opt. recording of birds 

5 song TBD; variable changes Thoreau portrait of Thoreau     typefaces Journal opt. recording of wind/rain/thunder etc. 

20 song TBD; variable changes Thoreau map of Concord     typefaces    Journal short 

65 song TBD; circles indicate on/off  follow profile of Duchamp Duchamp, La Mariée mise  

70 song TBD; circles indicate on/off  follow profile of Duchamp     typefaces Duchamp, La Mariée mise  

21 song TBD; one gradual change Satie symmetrical shape Satie sentence extreme vocal registers; duration 0’40 

33 song TBD; four gradual changes Satie symmetrical shape Satie sentence duration 2’30 

56 song TBD; one gradual change Satie symmetrical shape Satie sentence duration 1’46 

35 song exaggerate rhythm Thoreau AABA form     flag Civil Disobedience irregular refrain 

50 song TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  melodies of Solo 35 w/o text  vocalized and/or hummed 

45 song opt. electronic version, feedback  aggregates ala Winter Music      letters 1–18 singers; treble & alto clefs 

48 song opt. electronic version, feedback Satie & Thoreau aggregates ala Winter Music      French & English pron. 1–8 singers; treble & alto clefs 

49 song pop-style mic, contact mic Thoreau song ala Wonderful Widow   Journal singer plays accompaniment 

91 song TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions  song ala Wonderful Widow acrostic on Duchamp  

68 song   short phrases, ornamented acrostic on Klosty  

74 song   short phrases, ornamented acrostic on Klosty  

58 song   ragas     microtonal     Atlas staff     improv description, or free vocalise numbers indicate talas for improv 

64 song amplified table  keep score nichi nichi      shouting 

85 song  Satie & Thoreau Atlas staff     microtonal     Rubbing No. 1 Journal Satie, chorales 



6 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces     

10 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces      

19 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces   

31 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces   

76 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces  shortest of its kind 

77 theater   nouns/verbs/numbers     +/-     typefaces   

32 theater   leave/return  normal/hurrying 

37 theater   leave/return    up/down, normal/quickly 

44 theater   leave/return  normal/normal 

54 theater  yes, but how? leave/return  up/down, animal head 

55 theater   leave/return  normal/normal, by means of wheels 

88 theater   leave/return  very slowly, thru audience 

8 theater max amp  disciplined action w/conditions     0’00”    identical to 0’00”   

24 theater max amp  disciplined action w/conditions     0’00”    refers to 8 

28 theater max amp  disciplined action w/conditions     0’00”    refers to 8 & 24 

62 theater max amp  disciplined action w/conditions     0’00”     

63 theater max amp  disciplined action w/conditions     0’00”     

7 theater  Thoreau given words/phrases     +/-     typefaces Journal max duration 2’14 

9 theater  Satie given words/phrases     +/-     typefaces  max duration 4’32 

61 theater  Satie & Thoreau given words/phrases     +/-     typefaces  max duration 9’28 

87 theater  Satie & Thoreau given words/phrases     +/-     typefaces  max duration 9’24 

36 theater   eat/drink quotation 3 things 

38 theater   eat/drink  3 things 

46 theater   eat/drink  prepare something to eat 

82 theater max amp, throat mic Satie eat/drink  cognac 



 
22 theater TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions yes, but how? star-chart     breathing      

69 theater max amp  star-chart     typewriter provides text for Solo 80 rectangle notation 

79 theater TBD; nrs. indicate dial positions yes, but how? star-chart / Arabesques / lines     breathing   

23 theater max amp, contact mic, multi-chan  game     0’00” No. 2  2 players 

26 theater max amp, contact mic, multi-chan  game     0’00” No. 2B  1 player 

41 theater feedback  feedback  3x 

42 theater feedback  feedback  2x 

81 theater project slides Thoreau slideshow  4 slides 

86 theater project slides Thoreau slideshow  22 slides 

15 theater max amp; multi-chan Satie typewriter   Satie sentence 38 times 

43 theater record/playback voice Satie improvised melody    typefaces      Memories of an Amnesiac duration 11’40 

51 theater play recording Thoreau play recording  forest fire 

57 theater  Satie immobility     vocalize with names  quote common tunes; poss. nap 

71 theater  Thoreau write card or sketch   

78 theater   question  what can you do?  shoes 

80 theater max amp Satie cut-and-paste notes  from solo 69 not sung unless 69 was performed 

89 theater  Thoreau audience gift  apple or cranberries 

 
 

References or abbreviations: 
 
TBD:  to be determined; unspecified in the score 
typefaces:  typefaces represent some action or parameter 
Journal:  Thoreau’s Journal 
+/-  plus and minus signs, to be interpreted as desired 
max amp: maximum amplification, typically wth a contact mic 
Concert:  related to Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra 
star-chart:  based on astronomical charts 
 

Atlas:  related to Cage’s Atlas Eclipticalis 
Atlas staff:  microtones notated as in Atlas Eclipticalis 
Winter Music:  related to Cage’s Winter Music 
Aria:  related to Cage’s Aria 
0’00":  related to Cage’s 0’00" 
Wonderful Widow:  related to Cage’s Wonderful Widow 
of 18 Springs 

AC:  Arlene Carmen, singer for whom Cage composed pieces 
CB:  Cathy Berberian, singer for whom Cage composed pieces 
SR:  Simone Rist, singer for whom Cage composed pieces 
(the singers’ names provide clues to the pieces’ vocal ranges) 
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